
Tender Number: T08/03/17

Tender description: APPOINTMENT OF A CATERING COMPANY FOR THE IDC HEAD OFFICE

Question and Answers Version 2

No. Question Type Answer

1
What is IDC's stance regarding the quality of staff of the incumbent service 

provider.
Technical

The appointed service provider will have to do its own verifications of 

the staff to determine whether the staff meets their requirements.

2
With reference to Annexure 7, does the price of the food items listed increase over 

the 5years in line with food inflation.
Technical

The prices will be fixed for the first year. Price increases on year 2 to 5 

may be dependent on a number of factors that IDC and the SP will 

engage upon. IDC will however follow its own approval processes 

before any increases are implemented and it is therefore not a 

guarantee that prices will increase after year 1.

3
Does IDC do its own Health and Safety audits or will this be done together with the 

appointed service provider.
Technical

The IDC does conduct an audit which is supported by its health and 

safety department. Audits are also conducted by the relevant 

government authority randomly. However the appointed service 

provider will be required to conduct such audit and provide a report to 

IDC.

4

With reference to Annexure 7, can the appointed service provider participate in 

determining the menu and also participate in determining the cost charged for the 

itemised food.

Technical

The indicated items on the menu are fixed for tender purposes and 

service providers must quote on the basis that the menu will be fixed 

for the next 5 years. 

Lastly, for the purpose of tendering, the service provider must cost the 

service on the basis that the prices will be fixed for the next 5 years.

Only with the appointed service provider, the IDC will consider menu 

suggestions and engage on price increases.

5
Can the IDC provide clearer specification on the items that should be quoted for 

e.g. Frisco coffee instead of coffee.
Technical

The coffee brands required by the IDC are Nescafe Classic, Nescafe 

Decaf, Ricoffy.   The Weekly quantities on the coffee is as follows:

20 x Nescafe Classic 200g bottles

10 x Nescafe Decaf 200g bottles

10 x Ricoffy Coffee 750g tins

6
How does IDC deal with Health and Safety matters in instances where there is 

more than one service provider catering for functions on-site. 
Technical

It rarely occurs that more than one service provider caters for the same 

function. IDC's preference is to use the incumbent caterer for such 

gatherings. However, in case this happens, there are clear guidelines 

and procedures to ensure safety of consumers and accountability of 

caterers.

7
Will the service provider be allowed to charge for cost of containers for takeaways 

or will they have to absorb the cost.
Technical The service provider will absorb this cost.

8
How many vending machines are on the premises and does IDC own the vending 

machines.
Technical

There are 4 vending machines. The IDC does not own the machines 

and the service provider will be responsible for sourcing and 

maintaining the machines.

9
Surveillance camera's are seen in the kitchen area. Please clarify who owns the 

cameras?
Technical

All integrated security systems are owned, maintained and managed by 

IDC. The cameras are fully operational and are placed to record and 

monitor activities within various facilities and including the kitchen.

10 Will IDC be responsible for pest control Technical

The IDC will be responsible for pest control and cover the cost 

associated with this. The appointed service provider will be required to 

engage IDC on the need for pest control where required.

11 Can IDC clarify the rand value of catering for functions for each month. Technical

Bidders are advised not to rely on profit from functions as these are 

exclusive, however an average of 30 functions and meetings per month 

has been recorded. The IDC do not see the relevance  to share rand 

value for these functions as the number of participants may vary 

considerably.

12 Will IDC be responsible for waste management Technical

The IDC does have a service provider that provide waste management 

services. The appointed service provider will be required to remove 

waste from the source and place it in designated waste management 

areas within the building.

13

Page 22 requires bidders to provide proof of affiliation with a recognised hospitality 

association. Is it mandatory that service providers must be registered with the South 

African Chef's Association as mentioned in the tender document or will other 

associations be considered. Lastly, how much weighting will be allocated to this 

criteria out of the 30% indicated for Bidder's Technical Proposal.

Technical

This is a non-mandatory requirement and reference to the South 

African Chefs Association (SACA) is referenced as an example only 

meaning that other relevant associations will be considered. This 

component of the technical specification forms part of the technical 

element entitled " Bidder's technical Proposal" with an overall weighted 

score of  30%.  Bidders are therefore required to comprehensively 

respond to each component, including the one in question, to maximise 

its total score under this criterion. 

14
With reference to Annexure 7, please clarify whether the menu will change to 

accommodate seasonal food changes
Technical The service provider will engage IDC on seasonal changes.

15 When is the IDC looking to appoint a service provider Technical
The current contract expires end May 2017. The IDC has to ensure the 

bidding process is completed end of April.

16 Will IDC provide training on the cashless transaction system Technical
Yes. The IDC will support the staff on training requirements and this 

will be at no cost to the bidder.

17 What is the consumption per meal at the canteen. Technical

On average - 330 breakfast & 300 lunch per day

It should be noted though that the numbers mentioned here are 

indicative and therefor variable based on customer patronage.  These 

numbers should by no means be considered as firm or as guaranteed 

business.

18

The Coffee machines - how many people would the machine service per floor.  This 

is quite important to us, so we know what machine to get, so we know it will cope 

with the amounts.

Technical

On average 650 people across the whole corporation. Floor usage will 

vary as we operate in a open plan environment.  

It should be noted though that the numbers mentioned here are 

indicative and therefor variable based on customer patronage.  These 

numbers should by no means be considered as firm or as guaranteed 

business.


